Smoking acquisition among adolescents and young Latinas: the role of socioenvironmental and personal factors.
This paper examined the effects of socioenvironmental and personal factors on two stages of the smoking continuum--onset of smoking and regular smoking--among a sample of 1411 Latina clients, ages 14-24, at two federally funded family planning clinics. The socioenvironmental factors included cultural indicators, smoking behavior of family and peers, and norms. The personal factors were risk-taking behaviors and intention to smoke in the future. Results showed that the indicators associated with experimentation were different than those linked with regular smoking. Socioenvironmental factors associated with the transition from never having smoked to trying cigarettes included acculturation, as measured by language and familialism, and peer smoking behavior. Among the personal factors, risk-taking behavior (past use of drugs, alcohol, and general risk attitude) and smoking intentions were correlates of experimentation. The transition from experimenter to regular smoker was associated with peer smoking behavior (P< .05) in the socioenvironmental domain and drug use and intention to smoke in the future among the personal factors (both P values <.001). Age, years of education, marital status, norms, and parental smoking did not independently predict either of the smoking outcomes. Intention to smoke was the strongest predictor of experimentation (OR = 8.3, Cl 5.87-11.60) and regular smoking (OR= 19.9, CI 12.31-29.21) and could help identify those most likely to benefit from smoking prevention and cessation interventions.